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Cobahsaan and Blue I, 2007. oil on linen, 60 x 42 inches. Collection of michelle and gary moore.
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Mari Kloeppel became an artist because of a horse. today, the horse sustains her art and 

is the foremost subject in her phylum of animal paintings that also includes dogs, 

rabbits, chickens, and cattle, along with less domestic creatures such as ravens, pelicans, and 

falcons. the species matters less to her than the personal connection she shares with the 

animal. Most she knows well, having lived with them for years at her rural home in elkhorn, 

north of the Monterey peninsula. others she has encountered through animal rescues or 

friends. she finds beauty and intelligence in them all and within them discovers her muse. 

Kloeppel’s reverence for animals, the horse in particular, is exceptional. For at 26, 

she was accidentally crushed by Cobahsaan, a 1,000 pound arab gelding that would ulti-

mately become her favorite subject. although broken ribs collapsed her lungs, and medi-

cation left her temporarily blind, her love of animals was undaunted by the experience. 

she determined that if she were to recover and regain her sight she would pursue art as an 

animal painter. she has since done exactly that.

Kloeppel is drawn to paint through sheer passion for her subjects. “i want to make 

a connection with my animals,” she explains, “through a quiet, soulful approach that cap-

tures their spirit.”1 in so doing, she has a long history to draw upon. indeed, the world’s 

earliest extant animal paintings were limned on cave walls for much the same purpose. in 

more recent times, artists have portrayed animals for their physical splendor, as commodi-

ties, as evocations of a pastoral way of life, as biblical metaphors, and because they were 

important to the family. For Kloeppel, it is beauty and familiarity that resonate most.

Kloeppel lives with her husband, Klaus, in elkhorn, less than a mile from the 

slough north of the Monterey peninsula. their wooded property is an arcadian retreat that 

the artist finds essential to her emotional and physical well-being. Her reverence for nature 
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began early on, and was in large part due to her upbringing. although her family, the 

russells, lived in south san Jose when Mari was born, it was an area then still surrounded 

by agriculture. as the city grew in the late 1960s, the family moved to a more remote set-

ting between aromas and san Juan bautista, settling on a 40-acre parcel of land. although 

her family was lutheran and church-going, Kloeppel found that her true religion was not 

to be found indoors, but in nature—and with animals. “it’s the balance of where we fit 

into the whole picture,” she explains. “and that involves animals and dirt and us. i don’t 

consider myself separate from all that.”2

inspired by her mother, an art teacher, and grandmother, a landscape painter, 

Kloeppel began sketching early on. at ten, she took her first paid painting lessons from 

Nan pipestem, who was not only an artist but a founder of the san benito County Wildlife 

spCa. Kloeppel quickly became dedicated to the cause of helping animals, nursing the 

sick and injured back to health and releasing them into the wild. although Kloeppel gave 

up painting in high school, she nevertheless continued to work creatively under sylvia 

rios, who taught her the art of jewelry and ceramic making. in her junior year at Hollister 

High, she won the bank of america award for art, which prompted her to first seriously 

consider an art career.

after graduating from high school, Kloeppel spent five months traveling in 

europe before enrolling at san Jose state university. the european trip proved defining. 

Visiting major museums and drawing inspiration from the masters, she was most taken 

with painters of the italian and Northern 

renaissance, as well as with more con-

temporary artists such as Franz Marc,  

paul Klee, Wassily Kandinsky, august 

Macke, and other painters of Der Blaue 

Reiter (the blue rider) — especially with 

their depictions of horses. “those were my  

heroes,” she remembers.3

in her final semester in san Jose 

state’s art program she took advantage of 

the opportunity to finish her studies at 

sheffield polytechnic university in england. it was there that she discovered the 18th-century 

romantic painter George stubbs, also known for his paintings of horses. she thought of 

his work often after returning to California, but did not dedicate herself to painting. 

instead, she turned her attention to animals, training horses and pursuing other career 

opportunities — such as the study of veterinary medicine. 

at 29, following her life-altering acci-

dent and recovery, Kloeppel applied for and 

was accepted into the graduate program at the 

California College of arts and Crafts in oakland 

(now California College of the arts). again, fate 

intervened. she met and fell in love with Klaus 

Kloeppel, who was visiting California from 

Germany. instead of oakland, she moved with 

Klaus to Mainz, Germany, and entered the grad-

uate program at Gutenberg university. there, 

her instructors fully supported her inclinations 

toward traditional, representational subject mat-

ter. the Kloeppels returned to California in the 

early 1990s and bought property in elkhorn.

Following her training, Kloeppel rendered her first animal paintings with a bra-

vura stroke, painterly surface, and expressive color inspired by artists like Marc and Macke, 

as well as more contemporary California painters from the bay area figurative and pop 

schools. she eventually abandoned these 20th-century influences in favor of Northern 

renaissance and 17th-century Dutch examples, finding inspiration in the luminous color 

and extraordinary detail of Jan van eyck, the sensitive draftsmanship of albrecht Dürer, and 

the dramatic lighting of Johannes Vermeer. she also looked to 18th-century animal por-

traits such as those by stubbs, and 19th-century depictions by rosa bonheur. in an effort 

to arrive at an exacting result, she utilized the traditional techniques of these artists, sup-

porting her approach by not only making direct 

observations of the animal itself, but by referring 

to anatomy books, photographs, and bones. 

Kloeppel’s working method begins with 

numerous sketches that lead to a highly finished 

drawing that she then transfers to linen in char-

coal or chalk. she follows this with a detailed 

under-painting in hues complementary to the 

painting itself and then builds her surface, and 

her subjects, with a very fine brush. layer by layer 

and hair by hair, the painting takes shape over a 

period of months to as much as a year. she was 



detail of Cobahsaan and Blue II.

Cheruka, 2000. oil on linen, 24 x 14 inches. Collection of rami rubin. 

given confidence in such fastidiousness by taking lessons from Watsonville artist tobin 

Keller, who tutored her in oil techniques and in how to obtain what is now regarded as 

her signature, sharp-focus resolution and extraordinary degree of detail.

While Kloeppel’s tech-

nique is certainly traditional, her 

approach to painting animals is 

not. that her animals are beau-

tiful is nothing new to art his-

tory, but these animals are also 

heroic. these are portraits. For 

each painting she studies her 

subjects thoroughly, looking for 

just the right pose and expres-

sion that captures their person-

alities, thoughts, and sometimes 

even their senses of humor. this 

attitude and philosophy would 

have found great sympathy with 

rosa bonheur, whose unsenti-

mental, yet sympathetic portray-

als of horses, cattle, and other 

farm animals differed markedly from those of her contemporaries. like Kloeppel, bonheur 

worked outside the mainstream. she also found companionship in her subjects and elevated 

livestock, then a lowly theme in the hierarchy of art, to iconic levels. 

as in her depictions of farm animals, Kloeppel’s “wild” creatures retain distinct iden-

tities, although they do not exactly embody nature untamed. in these, there is often a subtle 

melancholy, for these creatures do not exist in a world that is entirely their own. as in her 

domestic depictions of horses, dogs, and rabbits, which may sport brands, collars, and other 

evidence of man’s presence, the accoutrements that the artist sometimes includes in her de-

pictions of birds make clear that these no longer symbolize a purely wild, avian freedom, but 

instead are embodiments of a desire for freedom that can no longer be. Cheruka, the raven, 

for instance, lives at Coyote point Wild animal Museum in san Mateo, having been left half 

dead in a garbage bag on the museum’s front steps. the bird survived and became the favorite 

subject of animal biologists who continue to try to measure her considerable intelligence. 

also rescued and living at the same museum is the peregrine falcon named oghab. 

raised in captivity as a sport bird, the falcon now offers animal biologists critical data to 



Ojhab, 2005. oil on linen, 20 x 20 inches. Collection of Phil and sandy Cardeiro.

help rescue other falcons. in his portrait, he stands on an outstretched glove. “oghab acts 

important because he knows his role is important,” Kloeppel theorizes. “He can fly, but he 

doesn’t like to. He really loves sitting on that hand.”4 

Kloeppel’s subjects frequently transcend themselves into realms of symbol and 

metaphor, embodying feelings and events drawn from the artist’s life. she often thinks of 

family, which comes through in paintings such as Cobahsaan and Barbaados, Father and Son, 

a tender, almost human interaction in horseflesh. in other paintings, an untold story exists 

just outside the picture plane. Her painting of Cheruka, for instance, acknowledges her 

grandfather, who shared a reciprocal fascination with the raven. in this portrait, the bird 

looks down at grandpa, who having recently passed away at age 100, exists not in reality, 

but in spirit—somewhere beyond the picture plane. 

in other paintings, Kloeppel seems to reference herself—her animal portraits serv-

ing as self portraits of a sort. sometimes she is gentle, as in her portrayal of the rabbit tulip. 

other times, as in a feisty portrait of the stallion barbaados, she bares her teeth. For her, the 

barbaados portrait is especially edgy in its confrontational approach—at least by animal-

portrait standards. Here the horse, and by extension the artist, establish boundaries that 

should not be crossed. 

Most poignantly, Kloeppel’s depiction of oghab obliquely references her own 

story and temporary blindness. perched on the falconer’s glove, the bird stands determined 

and resolute, its hood, now only implied, forever removed. yet the bird’s long captivity has 

become engrained. it now favors the familiarity of the glove over the unknowns of the sky. 

as with the artist, the falcon’s experiences have shaped its path and ultimately led it to find 

security and purpose in that which it knows best. 

notes
1. Mari Kloeppel, interview with scott a. shields, september 4, 2008.

2. Mari Kloeppel, quoted in ben bamsey, “Mari Kloeppel: a thousand layers,” Artworks (Winter 2005), p. 27.

3. ibid.

4. ibid., p. 24.
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right: mari Kloeppel and Cobahsaan. Photograph by gina taro. 

overleaf: detail of Barbaados and Cobahsaan, Father and Son.
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